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Article 1 – RECOGNITION 

  

1.1  Recognition 
  

Pursuant to the Illinois Education Labor Relations Act, the Board of Education of Arcola Community 

Unit School District Number 306, Douglas County, hereby recognizes the Arcola Education 

Association/IEA-NEA as the sole and exclusive bargaining agent for all professional employees (as 

defined in IELRA) on leave or employed by the Board; except Superintendent, Principals, and any other 

supervisor (as defined in the IELRA), substitutes, temporary teachers and persons who may have 

teaching certificates but whose duties do not require one. 

 
Article 2 – TEACHER AND ASSOCIATION RIGHTS 

 

2.1  Negotiations  

 

Negotiations for a successor Agreement shall begin by mutual agreement, but no later than March 1 of 

the last year this contract is in effect. 

  

At least two (2) copies of the final Agreement shall be signed by the parties. The bargaining unit shall be 

responsible for the printing of the agreement.  A copy will be given to each member of the bargaining 

unit.  50% of the cost of printing, but not to exceed two hundred ($200), will be paid by the Board of 

Education with the remaining balance being paid by the bargaining unit.  The Board of Education shall 

provide five (5) sufficient copies of the Agreement to the Association within thirty (30) days of 

ratification thereof by the Board.  A copy will be stored on the server of Arcola School District and 

available for viewing by any teacher. 

  

The terms of the Agreement shall be reflected in any written contract with individuals of the bargaining 

unit. 

  

2.2 Association Access to Information and Facilities 

 

Notice of all special meetings of the Board, and agendas of all meetings required to be public by the 

Open Meeting Act shall be given to the President of the Association in the same fashion as that given 

Board members 

 

Upon adoption, the minutes will be posted to the district website. 

 

Names and addresses of newly hired teachers shall be provided to the Association within ten (10) days 

after their employment. Within 10 calendar days from the beginning of the school term and every 30 

days thereafter in the school term, in a shared document with the employee's name, job title, home 

address, and any home and personal cellular telephone numbers on file with the employer and the date 

of hire. 

 

The Association shall have the right to request of the Superintendent or his designee use of school 

buildings for Association meetings, which use shall not be unreasonably withheld. No such use shall 

conflict with previously scheduled school activities or use of such facilities by other groups previously 
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scheduled. The Association may use school equipment when otherwise not in use.  The Association may 

use the district email system for communicating with members about association business. The 

Association acknowledges that the Board cannot guarantee the privacy of communications using the 

District’s email system, and the use of the email system shall comply with the Board’s Acceptable Use 

Policy. The Association shall reimburse the District for all expendables related to any use in this 

paragraph. 

 

The board shall provide one (1) bulletin board in each teacher’s lounge for posting of Association 

business and the Association may use inter-school mail and mailboxes. 

 

  

2.3 Association Fees and Hold Harmless 

 

The Board shall deduct from each teacher's pay the current dues of the Association provided the teacher 

has signed an annual authorization provided by the Association which has been submitted in writing to 

the District by the Association by September 26 of each year or within ten (10) days of initial 

employment, if initial employment occurs after the school year has commenced. 

  

Pursuant to such authorization the Board shall deduct beginning October 15 and through May 15, in 

substantially equal installments, the IEA-NEA dues. 

  

The Board shall remit said deduction to the Association within ten (10) days following the deduction. 

  

AEA dues will be deducted in one (1) lump sum payment October 15 or within ten (10) days of initial 

employment if initial employment occurs after the school year has commenced and paid to the AEA 

Treasurer. 

  

All dues deduction authorizations and/or revocations shall be processed exclusively by the Association, 

and the Association shall be responsible for informing the Board of all authorized deductions and/or 

revocations. 

 

The Association agrees to indemnify and save the Board harmless against any liability which may arise 

by reasons of any action taken by the Board in complying with the provisions of Section 2.2, including 

reimbursement for any legal fees or expenses incurred in connection therewith. 

 

The Board agrees to promptly notify the Association in writing of any claim, demand, suit or other form 

of liability in regard to which it will seek to implement the provisions of this Section above and, if the 

Association so requests in writing, to surrender claims, demands, suits or other forms of liability. 

 

The District is expressly relieved of all dues deduction liability with regard to: 

  

 1. insufficient earnings to cover deduction; 

 2. unpaid dues in arrears where the District has complied with its deduction responsibilities;  

 and 

 3. the dues of teachers no longer employed by the District or teachers on unpaid leaves of  

  absence. 
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2.4 Association Leave 

 

The Board shall grant four (4) days District wide to the Association President or his designee for 

attendance at National or State conferences of IEA-NEA without loss of pay or benefits. The 

Association shall reimburse the District for the cost of two (2) substitutes. 

 

Article 3 – GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
  

3.1  Definition 

 

Any claim by the Association, an employee, or a group of employees that there has been a violation, 

misinterpretation, or misapplication of the terms of this Agreement shall be a grievance. 

  

3.2  Time Limits 

 

All time limits shall consist of school days, provided however, that when a grievance is submitted fewer 

than ten (10) calendar days before the close of the current school terms, time limits shall double and 

consist of all week days. (i.e., Monday through Friday, exclusive of any holidays). 

  

3.3  Informal Step 

 

Any member of the bargaining unit with a complaint may request a meeting with his/her supervisor to 

attempt to resolve the same. A teacher, at such meeting upon his/her request, may be accompanied by a 

member of the local association, i.e. a member of the bargaining unit.  This informal step shall not be 

deemed a part of, nor constitute the filing of, a grievance. 

  

3.4  Formal Step 1 

 

If a problem cannot be resolved informally, a teacher may file a grievance in writing with the 

Superintendent, who shall schedule a meeting to discuss the same within seven (7) days.  The 

Superintendent shall render his decision within fourteen (14) days thereafter. No grievance shall be filed 

more than twenty-one (21) days after the occurrence giving rise to the grievance, or the teacher's 

knowledge thereof, whichever is later. 

  

 Formal Step 2 – Arbitration  

 

If the Association is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance at the Superintendent level, the 

Association may submit the grievance to final and binding arbitration under the Voluntary Labor Rules 

of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, which shall act as the administrator of the 

proceedings. If a demand for arbitration is not filed within thirty (30) days of the date of the 

Superintendent's answer, then the grievance shall be deemed withdrawn. 

  

3.5  Bypass 

 

If the Superintendent and the Association agree, a grievance may be submitted directly to arbitration. 
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3.6  Additional Information 

  

Class grievances involving one (1) or more employees or one (1) or more supervisors, and grievances 

involving an administrator above the building level shall be initially filed by the Association. 

  

No reprisals shall be taken by the Board or the administration against any employee because of the 

employee's participation in a grievance. 

  

All records related to a grievance shall be filed separately from the personnel file of the employees, 

unless requested by the grieving party. 

  

A grievance may be withdrawn at any level without establishing precedent. 

  

If no written decision has been rendered within the time limits indicated by a step, then the grievance 

may be processed to the next step. 

  

The fees and the expenses of the arbitrator shall be shared equally by the parties. 

  

The Board acknowledges the right of the Association's grievance representative to participate in the 

processing of a grievance at any formal level and the Association acknowledges the right of the Board’s 

legal representative to participate similarly at any formal level.  No grievant shall be required to discuss 

his/her grievance if the Association's representative is not present.  The parties agree that for the 

informal step (Article 3.3) neither party shall employ legal counsel.    

  

Article 4 – TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS 

 

4.1   Teacher Assignments 
 

Any teacher who has a change in his/her assignment shall be given notice of his/her tentative assignment 

thirty (30) days after the end of the school year. If a change of assignment is made necessary due to 

resignation, retirement, illness, enrollment changes, funding changes, or other reasons, the affected 

teachers will be notified of confirmed changes as soon as practical. Any teacher who has a change in 

his/her assignment will have the option of resigning without prejudice by giving notice.  

 

4.2  Duty Free Lunch 

 

Every teacher shall be entitled to and be allowed a duty free lunch period equal to the regular local 

school lunch period but not less than thirty (30) minutes in each school day 

 

Article 5 – TRANSFERS AND VACANCIES 
 

5.1  Posting Vacancies 

 

All initial teaching and administrative vacancies shall be emailed to all teachers' two business days prior 

to posting out of district.  Any vacancies created by filling this position by a transfer shall be posted 
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within the district and out of district.  All vacancies will be emailed to all teachers.  In the event of a 

vacancy(s) arising during summer vacation when school is not in session. The vacancy will be e-mailed 

and a phone message sent using the district automated phone system, as long as one exists. 

  

5.2  Voluntary Transfer Request 

 

Any teacher requesting a transfer shall be granted a formal interview with the hiring principal and/or the 

superintendent, if possible. In addition, any teacher not granted a requested transfer will be given a 

written denial. 

  

5.3 Involuntary Transfer 

 

Before a teacher is involuntarily transferred; volunteers will be considered first. If there are no 

volunteers: 

1. A conference with the affected employees will be held by the appropriate building 

principal 

2. Relevant experience in the teaching area will be a factor in the decision. 

3. If a teacher has recently (i.e. within the previous two school years) been involuntarily 

transferred, the previous transfer will be considered as a factor by the 

board/administration.   

 

5.4   Vacancy Rights   

 

All Appendix ACADEMIC EXTRA DUTIES AND ALL APPENDIX D HOURLY EXTRA 

DUTIES vacancies shall initially be offered to members of the bargaining unit, who shall have the right 

of first refusal thereto.  If no members of the bargaining unit volunteer for such extra duties, then the 

district shall post the opening external to the bargaining unit.   

 

Appendix B, ATHLETICS extra duty vacancies shall be offered both to the members of the bargaining 

unit and externally.  All postings shall be made in accordance with Arcola CUSD # 306 Board of 

Education Policy.  In the event that there are candidates equally competent and qualified to hold an 

Appendix B ATHLETICS extra duty position, preference will be given the members of the bargaining 

unit.   
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Article 6 – TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF INSTRUCTION BEYOND THE CLASSROOM  
  

6.1   Miscellaneous Duties     

 

Summer school, tutoring, behind-the-wheel instruction, home-bound instruction, detention, Saturday 

school, and internal substitution pay salaries shall be established at a rate set forth in Appendix D per 

classroom hour for work performed in addition to regularly assigned duties during the school day.  

  

6.2   Summer School 

 

It is understood that for summer school teachers shall devote additional non-classroom time to complete 

teaching responsibilities, including but not limited to: field trips, students after class, parent-teacher 

conferences, emergencies, discipline, etc.  Summer school "Classroom hours" shall be the regular 

student day, plus the ten (10) minute periods before and after class. Teachers shall be present ten (10) 

minutes before and ten (10) minutes after the student day is established. 

  

Summer school teachers shall be granted one (1) sick day per summer. Summer school will be defined 

as four (4) weeks or more.  One (1) day shall be four (4) hours.   

  

When the Board institutes a summer school program general course descriptions will be made available 

to teachers fifteen (15) days prior to the close of the application period.  

 
Article 7 – TEACHER EVALUATION 

 

7.1  Introduction 

 

The evaluation of certified staff shall follow the procedures required by the Illinois School Code and any 

applicable regulations of the Illinois State Board of Education. In any situation where the procedures 

stated in this Agreement are in conflict with the relevant statute or regulation, the statute or regulation 

shall govern. The evaluation plan shall be reviewed by the evaluation joint committee each year.  Any 

changes to the evaluation plan must be announced prior to the end of the previous school year, unless a 

later change is agreed by the evaluation joint committee. 

 

7.2  Notification 

 

On or before the first student day of the school term, teachers who will be evaluated in that school year 

shall be informed in writing.  The written notice shall include: (1) a copy of the rubric to be used to rate 

the teacher against identified standards and goals and other tools to be used to determine a performance 

rating; (2) a summary of the manner in which student growth and professional practice to be used in the 

evaluation relate to the performance evaluation ratings; and (3) a summary of the district’s procedures 

related to the provision of professional development in the event a teacher receives a “needs 

improvement” or remediation in the event the teacher receives an “unsatisfactory” rating to include 

evaluation tools to be used during the remediation period. 
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No later than September 15, before any pre-observation conference or any formal observation takes 

place in any school term, the building principal or evaluators shall conduct a meeting(s) to inform 

faculty as a whole about the evaluation procedures, standards and instruments used. This in-service may 

be district-wide and/or building meetings. Arrangements will be made to in-service any employee prior 

to his/her evaluation, if they were unable to attend the faculty training. The employee, during the first 

pre-observation conference shall notify the evaluator if he/she has not received this in-service, at which 

time it will be provided.  

 

Teachers assigned to a multiple grade levels shall be evaluated by the principal to whom they are most 

directly responsible.  This section shall not preclude evaluations by other District administrators as 

deemed appropriate by the Board. When an evaluation is to be done by a different administrator, the 

teacher shall be informed, in writing, with reasons for the change in evaluator, at least 10 (ten) working 

days prior to any observation.  A teacher may request an observation/evaluation by a different evaluator 

(district administrator). Only administrators who have been qualified by the State of Illinois to have 

passed the State’s evaluator training shall evaluate bargaining unit members. 

 

7.3  Observation 

 

All evaluations shall include both formal and informal observations, as required by the ISBE 

regulations.    

 

All formal observations of the work of an employee shall be conducted with the full knowledge of the 

employee. Formal observations shall take place only at times during which the teacher teaches (if the 

teacher has classroom duties) or works in his/her primary area of teaching or work. Formal observations 

shall be non-intrusive and shall not interfere with the planned activities/procedures.  Unless there is a 

safety issue, any procedures/activities which the observer does not understand or understand the reason 

for its use in the particular setting may be discussed in the post-observation conference.  There shall be 

at least ten (10) working days between formal observations unless otherwise requested by the Teacher. 

 

7.3.1 Formal Observations 

 

1. Pre-formal observation conference 

a. A pre-observation conference shall precede a formal observation.  

b. Pre-observation form may be completed prior to the pre-observation conference 

by the teacher and taken into the conference to facilitate the professional 

conversation.  

2. Formal Observations  

a. The Evaluator shall confer with the Teacher to arrange the date and time of a 

formal observation. However, no formal observation of a teacher in the first or 

second year of teaching in the district shall occur in the first thirty (30) student 

attendance days of the school year.  For teachers that are hired after the start of 

the school year and are in their first or second year of teaching, no formal 

observation will occur during the first thirty (30) student attendance days of 

employment. 

b. The Evaluator shall reduce formal observation(s) to formal written notes 

including data gathered during the observation.  
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c. Each formal observation shall be at least one class period or forty-five (45) 

consecutive minutes in duration of one class.  

d. A copy of the evaluator’s written feedback will be given to the Teacher within 

eight (8) working days of the observation.  

3. Post- formal observation (reflection) Conference  

a. A post-observation conference will follow each formal observation.   

b. The post-observation conference shall be held within ten (10) working days of the 

formal observation unless either party is absent. In the event of an absence in 

either or both of the parties then the post-observation conference will be held 

within ten (10) work days of the observation, not including any days of absence 

by either party.  

c. Additional time for a post-observation conference will be arranged (within a 

mutually agreeable time) if either the Teacher or the Evaluator requests additional 

time.  

d. A Teacher may submit a written response to the conference.    

 

7.3.2 Informal Observations  

 

1. The Majority of informal observations of the work of an employee shall take place at 

times during which the teacher is in the classroom teaching (if the teacher has classroom 

duties or works in his/her primary area of teaching or working.   

2. Evidence gathered during the informal observations may be considered in determining 

the performance evaluation rating, provided it is documented in writing.  

3. Following an informal observation, the qualified evaluator shall provide feedback 

to the teacher either orally or in writing (electronic or paper) within ten (10) 

unless there is negative evidence or comments which could result in a Needs 

Improvement or Unsatisfactory Rating, then the negative feedback shall be 

provided in writing no later than the third (3rd) full working day following the 

observation with a clear statement in writing that the evidence could result in a 

Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory rating. If the feedback is in a written 

format, the teacher will be provided with an opportunity to have an in-person 

discussion with the evaluator.  The time for feedback may be extended by the 

evaluator if further investigation of the matter is continuing, provided the teacher 

has been given notice that an investigation is ongoing unless said notice is 

prevented by a legal requirement.  

4. A Teacher may submit a written response to the written summary.  

 

7.4    Required Evaluations 

 

1. A probationary Teacher shall be evaluated at least one (1) time during each probationary 

year.    

2. A tenured Teacher shall be evaluated at least every other year unless a tenured teacher 

receives a summative evaluation rating of Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory.  In such 

case the teacher shall be evaluated the year following receipt of a Needs Improvement or 

Unsatisfactory summative evaluation rating.   Tenured teachers, who have submitted a 

letter of retirement, in their last evaluation cycle, shall be evaluated on a modified 
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evaluation instrument for professional practice.  The district PERA committee will 

modify the student growth component of the evaluation.  All aspects of the evaluation 

must still comply with all procedural contract and legal requirements. 

 

7.5  Summative Evaluation 

 

1. A prearranged, mutually agreed upon time will be set for the summative evaluation 

conference prior to May 1 of the current school year. 

2. Each summative written evaluation shall be preceded as provided below:   

a. Non-tenured Teachers: Each summative written evaluation shall be preceded 

by at least two (2) formal observations each lasting at least one period or 

forty-five (45) consecutive minutes and at least one (1) informal observation.  

b. Tenured Teachers:  Each summative written evaluation shall be preceded by 

at least one (1) formal observation of at least one (1) class period or forty-five 

(45) consecutive minutes and at least one (1) informal observation.  

3. The evaluation must include specific comments on an individual teacher’s strengths and 

weaknesses, and the evaluator must have supporting reasons for comments made in 

evaluation.  These comments and/or reasons shall not be subject to the grievance 

procedure.  

4. The evaluator may make written suggestions, if he/she deems such to be possible and 

appropriate for improvement of all teachers receiving evaluations.  

5. A draft copy, including scores and written feedback, of the summative evaluation shall be 

given to the teacher at least two (2) working days prior to the summative evaluation 

conference.  

6. A copy signed by both parties shall be given to the Teacher at the conclusion of the 

summative conference.  The Teacher's signature signifies that he/she has been shown the 

material and does not necessarily indicate agreement with its contents.   

7. The Teacher may attach a written response to any summative evaluation, formal 

observation notes/data, or informal observation notes/data.    

 

7.6   Professional Development Plan 

 

1. If a teacher receives a “needs improvement” rating on a formal summative evaluation, the 

administration must develop a professional improvement plan (Professional Development 

Plan) for the teacher in cooperation with the Teacher.  

2. The Professional Development Plan shall be finalized within thirty (30) days of issuance 

of a summative evaluation rating of “needs improvement”.  

3. The Professional Development Plan shall address only the items in which the Teacher 

received lower than proficient ratings in the formal summative evaluation.  

4. The Professional Development Plan shall include recommendations of 

activities/strategies for improvement.  

5. The Professional Development Plan shall include supports for the Teacher including 

mentors.  

6. The Professional Development Plan shall take into account the Teacher’s on-going 

professional responsibilities while on the Professional Development Plan.    
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7. The length (number of days) of the Professional Development Plan shall be listed on the 

Professional Development Plan.  

8. The Teacher on a Professional Development Plan shall receive a summative evaluation 

within ten (10) days of the end of the Professional Development Plan  

9. The evaluation instrument used for the Professional Development Plan evaluation shall 

may be the same instrument used for original evaluation which prompted the Professional 

Development Plan.  

 

7.7   Remediation 

 

1.   If a teacher receives an “unsatisfactory” rating on a formal summative evaluation, the 

administration must develop a Remediation Plan for the teacher in consultation with the 

teacher.  

2. A Consulting Teacher shall be assigned to the Teacher on a Remediation Plan as the 

Remediation Plan is being developed.   

3. The Remediation Plan shall be finalized within thirty (30) days of issuance of a 

summative evaluation rating of “needs improvement” “unsatisfactory”.  

4. The Remediation Plan shall address only the items in which the Teacher received 

unsatisfactory or needs improvement ratings in the formal summative evaluation.  

5. The Remediation Plan shall include recommendations of activities/strategies for 

improvement.  

6. The Remediation Plan shall include a list of supports for the Teacher. 

7. The length of the Remediation Plan shall be 90 school days.  

8. The Teacher on a Remediation Plan shall receive an evaluation at the mid-point of the 

Remediation Plan.  

9. A summative evaluation shall be completed and given to the Teacher within ten (10) days 

of the conclusion of the Remediation Plan.  

 

7.8   Consulting Teachers 

 

1. The Consulting Teacher shall meet the requirements established in ILCS 5/24A-5(j). 

2. Any written or oral statements made by the consulting teacher to or about the teacher  

 under remediation (hereinafter Remediation Teacher) shall be held in strict confidence.  

3. The Board of Education shall provide full legal assistance and completely hold harmless 

any teacher who becomes involved as a defendant in any type of adjudication because the 

teacher has become involved in the role of Consulting Teacher.  

4. A teacher shall be released for an amount of time to be determined by the cooperating 

administrator in the remediation plan to perform the duties of consulting teacher.  A 

consulting teacher shall suffer no loss of any preparation or planning time to which 

he/she would ordinarily be entitled.  In addition, the teacher shall be provided any clerical 

assistance necessary in performing his/her function as consulting teacher.  

5. Teachers who are asked to serve as consulting teacher may decline without any adverse 

consequences.  
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7.9   Miscellaneous 

 

1. Evidence may be submitted to the Evaluator electronically or in hard copy.  

2. Any of the evaluation conferences shall be held in the teacher’s classroom/work area if so 

requested by the teacher.  

3. A teacher who has a student teacher during a year in which he/she is to be evaluated shall 

have the option to select which class he is to be formally observed.  

4. A grid listing the ratings for each teacher (random) shall be completed by the 

administration and a copy provided to the Association President.  (Intent is to identify 

strengths /opportunities for staff development/mentoring).  

5. All evidence submitted to the evaluator shall be considered by the evaluator. 

6. Teacher reflection notes shall be brought to the post-observation conference and used in 

the discussion. 

7. All formal observations of the work of an employee shall be conducted with the full 

knowledge of the employee.  
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Article 8 – WORK DAY AND CONDITIONS 
  

8.1  Work Day 

 

The teachers work day shall be from 7:50 a.m. to 3:15 p.m., except in those cases when student 

discipline, parent-teacher conferences, teacher’s meetings, and extra-duties cannot be accomplished 

before 3:15 p. m.  With administrator approval, teachers will be able to leave the building upon student 

dismissal.  At the principal's discretion, the teacher may be permitted to leave the building during his/her 

preparation period.  In the event of an emergency, which requires the teacher to leave the building and 

the building principal cannot be contacted, the teacher’s building office will be notified. Regularly-

scheduled monthly faculty meetings will be limited to forty-five (45) minutes.  When teachers are 

required to remain at school beyond 3:15 p.m. for an Individual Educational Plan/504/RtI meeting, the 

teacher shall be paid the Hourly Extra Duty rate as defined in Appendix D. 

  

8.2 Early Dismissal 

 

On any early student dismissal day, not identified as a teacher in-service/school improvement 

day/planning and collaboration day, teachers may leave 10 (ten) minutes after students depart. This 

provision shall not apply in case of emergency or other unexpected development, which makes 

attendance by certificated employees necessary.  

 

There shall be 2:00 P.M. student dismissals through the first three full days of student attendance and the 

last two days of each semester.  On the first three full days of student attendance, the teachers’ work day 

ends at 3:15 P.M. and 2:00-3:15 P.M. shall be used for teacher planning, preparation and collaboration 

for the upcoming school year and meeting times will be used exclusively for teacher-initiated activities, 

except that IEP/504/RTI/other parent meetings may be held during this time. 

 

 In the event that the last school day before Thanksgiving is the Wednesday immediately preceding  

 Thanksgiving, students and employees shall be dismissed at 2:00 p.m.  

 

On late start days, teachers’ work day will begin 10 minutes before the student attendance start time and 

end at 3:15 pm. 

 

8.3   Overload Pay 

 

If a teacher in the high school or junior high is assigned to teach eight (8) periods out of the eight (8) 

period day, then that teacher shall receive, in addition to other salary, 6% of the beginning base salary 

set forth in the current year Salary Schedule Appendix A each semester a teacher is so assigned. 

 

For junior high and high school teachers who over the course of a semester have to prepare for more 

than six (6) courses (including any courses where more than one course is taught in the same period), the 

teacher shall earn overload pay for any such semester. 

  

The Board of Education reserves the right to change the number of periods in the day, and such change 

shall not violate this provision. 
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On full student attendance days, all elementary teachers will have a minimum of forty (40) minutes 

preparation time during student attendance.  The Board will make a good faith effort to maximize the 

number of preparation time minutes which are consecutive, but so long as current programming and 

staffing levels are able to be maintained, the Board will ensure that at least thirty (30) minutes are 

consecutive.   In addition, one lunch duty supervisor will be provided to reduce or eliminate teacher's 

noon duty supervision.   

  

Junior high and high school teachers will be provided with one and one-half (1 and 1/2) preparation 

periods during student attendance.  If, at the discretion of the administrator, it is not possible to provide 

one and one-half (1 and 1/2) preparation periods, teachers shall be reimbursed at a rate of 6% of the 

beginning base salary set forth in the current year Salary Schedule Appendix A per semester.   

 

8.4   Other Considerations   

 

Any teacher required by the Board to appear at any hearing shall suffer no loss of pay. 

  

If schools are closed due to inclement weather, teachers shall not be required to report to work that day, 

nor shall extra curricular duties be required. 

  

Teachers will work no more than one hundred eighty (180) days each school year. 

 

8.5   Class Size 

 

Any teacher shall be entitled to a conference with the building principal to discuss the teacher's request 

for adjustment of that teacher's class size or for a teaching assistant.   If not satisfied with the result of 

the conference with the building principal, the teacher shall be entitled to a conference with the 

Superintendent. At the request of the teacher, the Superintendent shall bring the matter to the attention of 

the Board for its consideration and decision.   While the following class size guidelines will be used, the 

board maintains the final decision regarding class size.   

  
 K – 2      23 students 

 3 – 4                 24 students 

 5 – 6                      25 students 

  

Limitations will be put on classes requiring special equipment and material availability, e.g. computer 

classes and science labs. Computer courses shall be assigned no more than twenty (20) students.  

Science lab courses shall be assigned no more than twenty-four (24) students.  

 

If the class size exceeds these guidelines, the teacher(s), building principal and Superintendent will 

confer and develop a recommendation to be given to the Board of Education for the Board’s 

consideration to determine the best course of action for the students based on the recommendation of the 

teacher(s), building principal, and Superintendent.  The final decision regarding the recommendation 

will be made by the Board of Education. 
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Article 9 – LEAVES 
  

9.1   Bereavement 

 

Immediate Family 

 

Each full-time employee shall be entitled to a maximum of three (3) school days with pay, per 

occurrence, not subtracted from sick leave, for each death of a member of the immediate family shall 

include parents, spouse, domestic partner, brothers, sisters, children, grandparents, grandchildren, 

parents-in-law, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, grandparents-in-law, wards, nieces, nephews, aunts, 

uncles, and legal guardians.  

 

 Outside Immediate Family 

 

Each full-time employee shall be entitled to a maximum of one (1) school day, with pay, per occurrence, 

not subtracted from sick leave for each incident of death of a person outside the employee's immediate 

family.  This leave shall require request by the employee and approval of the Superintendent.  The 

granting or denial of such day shall be at the sole and exclusive discretion of the Superintendent.  

Additional bereavement days may be granted upon request by the employee and subsequent approval, if 

obtained as per the above, but such additional days shall be deducted from sick leave.    

 

9.2  Sick Leave  

 

Each teacher shall be entitled to the allotment of days per year for sick leave noted below. Unused days 

shall accumulate without limit.  This provision shall supplement the School Code.   

 

Years of Service to the District   Annual Allotment of Sick Leave 

0-9        12 days 

10-19        14 days 

20-24        16 days 

25 years or more      20 days 

 

9.3  Sick Bank 

 

For the life of this contract, each year the Board will grant one (1) day for each teacher in its employ, to 

be allotted to a sick leave bank for that year. Days in the sick leave bank will not  accumulate from year 

to year. The sick leave bank will be re-established based upon the number of teachers employed for that 

year. Days in the sick leave bank may not be allotted to teachers until his/her accumulated sick leave has 

been exhausted.   

 

Teachers shall be able to donate their own sick days to the sick leave bank when there is an additional 

need, up to a total of not more than one hundred (100) days donated in a single school year, in addition 

to the amount granted by the Board for each current member.  A request for donations will be made by 

the Association and the teachers will signal their willingness to donate days.  A rolling list of these 

donors will be created and handled by the Association.  An account of the number of days donated to 

and from the bank will be submitted in writing to the Superintendent. 
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Days in the sick leave bank may be allocated to teachers facing a catastrophic illness to him/herself or in 

his/her immediate family.  Catastrophic illness will be defined as life threatening, requiring continuous 

treatment and/or appointments. Immediate family will be defined as self, spouse, domestic partner, 

sibling, child or parent. 

 

A doctor must certify that sick leave bank days are for a catastrophic illness.  Sick bank days may not be 

substituted for maternity leave. 

  

The sick bank will be administered by a committee appointed by the Association for a final decision.   

 

9.4 Personal Leave  

 

The Board shall grant two (2) personal leave days without loss of pay each year.  Teachers with more 

than fifteen (15) or more years of experience in the district shall be granted three (3) personal leave days 

without loss of pay.  One unused personal leave day may be carried over to the following year allowing 

an accumulation of no more than three (3) personal leave days or four (4) personal days for teachers 

with more than (15) or more years of experience in the district (provided all four days are not used 

consecutively, unless approved by the Superintendent), which the accumulated total includes the then 

current years’ allotment of personal days.  Any other unused personal days shall accumulate as sick 

leave. 

 

A written application for personal leave shall be made to the immediate supervisor.  Advance notice of 

personal leave, except in emergency situations, shall be at least three (3) school days in advance of the 

request. 

 

Leave shall not be available during the first two or last two weeks of the school term.  No more than two 

(2) teachers in any building (K-6), (7-12) may be absent on the same day unless deemed necessary by 

the Superintendent.  These restrictions may be waived when deemed necessary by the Superintendent. 

  

9.5 Individual Optional Leave  

 

Two additional days of leave may be granted a teacher who opts to pay a substitute, at the then current 

daily substitute rate, him/herself in a situation not covered by personal days.  Teacher’s regular pay will 

continue.  These days must receive prior joint approval from the superintendent and association 

president.  These days may only be requested after all personal leave has been exhausted.   

 

Such days are available in May to those receiving their pay over nine (9) months if they have approval 

prior to May 1 or if a check in the amount of the substitute’s pay is deposited in the unit office prior to 

the day of leave. 

 

9.6 Leave of Absence Without Pay 

 

Leave of absence without pay may be granted to tenured employees 

who have rendered satisfactory service to the District and who desire to return to employment in a 

similar capacity, consistent with the needs of the District as determined by the Board.  Any teacher on 

leave of absence during the months of April and May of a given year shall execute a contract for the 
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next ensuing school term so as to evidence that teacher's commitment to return to the District for the 

following school term by May 15. Such contract shall be subject to the terms and conditions of the 

Collective Bargaining Agreement. Failure to so execute such contract shall be deemed a resignation 

entitling the District to retain a replacement teacher. 

 

9.7 Additional Leaves 

 

Each approved leave of absence shall be of the shortest possible duration required to meet the purpose 

for the leave consistent with a reasonable continuity of instruction for students.  Leaves of absence 

without pay for not more than one (1) year may be granted to tenured teachers according to the 

following conditions: 

 

1. When practical, written requests for leaves of absence without pay should be made at 

least three (3) months before the leave is desired, subject to approval by the Board. 

 

2. Dates of departure and return must be acceptable to the administration and determined 

prior to initiating the request. 

 

3. Leaves of less than one (1) month, if acceptable to and approved by the administration, 

will not require Board approval nor three (3) months notice. 

 

 4. Leaves may be granted for: 

  

a. Advanced study leading to a degree in an approved university; 

 

b. Educationally related travel if the applicant provides an itinerary and an 

explanation of how such travel will improve the educational program; 

 

   c. Military service; 

 

   d. Birth or Adoption of a child 

 

e. Other reasons acceptable to the Board, which will improve the educational 

program in the District. 

 

9.8   Additional Leaves Considerations 

 

Employees on such leave may continue insurance benefits if they reimburse the district for any prorated 

costs of benefits for which they apply. 

 

Employees will not advance on the salary schedule while on any approved leave of absence without pay 

unless working at least one hundred ten (110) days of the school year in which the leave was granted. 

 

Employees on jury duty shall suffer no loss of pay, provided the teacher reimburses the District all 

monies received in respect to jury service, excluding mileage and meal expenses. 
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Fringe benefits such as sick leave, personal leave, and Board contribution to health insurance will be 

pro-rated for each day that a leave of absence is granted.  i.e., a teacher on leave of absence will 

reimburse the District for the full monthly health insurance premium for the duration of the leave.  A 

teacher on leave of absence will not be eligible for twelve (12) full sick leave days or a full two (2) days 

personal leave for the school terms in which a leave of absence is granted. 

 

It is understood that the federal Family Medical Leave Act (F.M.L.A.) supersedes all contract language 

with regard to qualified medical leaves. Each teacher is, therefore, guaranteed twelve (12) weeks of 

unpaid leave in the event of a qualified leave. A teacher should attempt to provide thirty (30) days notice 

of such leave, or as much advance notice as is practical, in accordance with F.M.L.A. During this period 

of twelve (12) weeks the Board will continue to pay all health insurance premiums that were paid by the 

Board prior to the leave. 

 

No teacher shall be required to exhaust his/her sick leave while taking FMLA. 
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Article 10 – SALARY AND COMPENSATION 
  

10.1 Salary 

 

Salary will be as is set forth in the Salary Schedule Appendix A attached to this Agreement. The salary 

schedule is composed of columns that list salaries for various levels of education and experience.  Each 

level has two columns. The column identified as Basic represents Basic Compensation and the column 

identified as CRE represents Basic Compensation plus the full percentage retirement contribution made 

by the Board to the Teachers’ Retirement system (TRS).  

 

Teachers shall be paid for extra duties in accordance with Extra Duty Increments Appendices B, C, and 

D attached to this Agreement. Extra duty salaries shall be computed by multiplying the appropriate 

percentage times the beginning base salary set forth in the current year Salary Schedule Appendix A.   

TRS is paid on all extra duty salaries.   

 

Teachers who choose to receive a one lump sum payment for over load pay and/or extra duties found in 

Appendices B and C shall be paid in a separate check. 

 

 Teachers will be paid on the fifteenth (15th) day of each month.  In the event that the 15th falls on a 

weekend or holiday, payment will be on the business day preceding the 15th.  All teachers will be paid 

using direct deposit established with a financial institution of their choice.  Teachers will receive 

accurate information each month regarding salary, deductions and used/unused sick and personal leave.  

During the summer months, when school is not in session, this information will be mailed to teachers at 

the home address currently on file with the Unit Office. 

  

 Extra duty pay will be paid in a lump sum at the end of the semester, unless a teacher elects to be paid 

on a monthly basis.  The teacher must make the request in writing to the District’s business office by the 

first day of September.  Any late assignments shall be paid in a lump sum.  All extra hours (tutoring, 

special training,) will be included in the next available paycheck. 

 

No teacher shall be entitled to a "lane" change (that is, movement to the right to a new column) on the 

salary schedule or the application of hours toward a "lane" change for any undergraduate hours earned 

or completed after the acquisition of any bachelor's degree.   

 

No teacher shall be entitled to a "lane" change on the salary schedule or the application of hours toward 

a "lane" change for any graduate hours earned while pursuing a master's or higher degree, which hours 

were in excess of those required for such degree when the degree was earned. For example, if a teacher 

acquired thirty-six (36) hours of graduate credit while pursuing a master's degree requiring thirty-two 

(32) hours, the teacher would be placed in the "Master's" lane of the salary schedule, and would not be 

entitled to apply the four (4) additional hours toward movement to the MA +8 lane of the salary 

schedule. 

  

No teacher shall be entitled to a "lane" change on the salary schedule or the application of hours toward 

a lane change for any graduate hours earned while pursuing a second master's or higher degree, until the 

first master's degree is earned. 
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College credit hours which are earned above the Bachelor's degree and which do not apply to the credit 

required for a Master's degree will not be counted toward a lane change.  However, undergraduate 

computer science hours or classes related to teaching English as a Second Language/Foreign Language, 

or undergraduate courses that gain endorsements may be counted upon approval by the superintendent 

as described below.  These hours, earned after the master's degree, will be credited on the salary 

schedule as graduate hours to a maximum of five (5) semester hours. 

  

The restrictions herein for the application of hours may be waived by the Superintendent when in the 

educational interest of the District, and shall be waived when the Superintendent or Board of Education 

requests a teacher to take additional course work. Waiver at the request of the teacher shall take place 

only in writing, only in advance of the time that the course work is taken, and only upon a showing that 

the course work is of educational value to the district. 

 

New hires and those currently employed, who have less than 4 years of experience will be placed at Step 

3 for salary calculation purposes. These teachers will progress to step 4 after four years of credible 

experience have been obtained prior to the start of the subsequent school year. 

 

Examples: 

 

Teacher A is hired with no experience.  She would previously have been placed at step 0.  She will now 

be placed at step 3.  She would progress to step 4 during the 2025-2026 school year. 

 

Teacher A  Previous Schedule Progression New Schedule Progression 

 

2021-2022    0     3 

2022-2023    1     3 

2023-2024    2     3 

2024-2025    3     3 

2025-2026    4     4  

 

Teacher B is hired with two years of experience.  She would previously have been placed at step 2.  She 

will now be placed at step 3.  She would progress to step 4 during the 2023-2024 school year. 

 

Teacher B  Previous Schedule Progression New Schedule Progression 

 

2021-2022    2     3 

2022-2023    3     3 

2023-2024    4     4 

 

Teacher C is a current employee in Arcola and was in Step 0 in the 2020-2021 school year. She would 

previously have been placed at step 1.  For 2021-2022, she will now be placed at step 3.  She would 

progress to step 4 during the 2024-2025 school year. 

 

Teacher C  Previous Schedule Progression New Schedule Progression 

 

2020-2021    0   
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2021-2022    1     3 

2022-2023    2     3 

2023-2024    3     3 

2024-2025    4     4 

  

The intent of the District is only to accelerate by schedule those employees with between 0 and less than 

3 years of experience in the schedule. No other employees or cells shall be affected and the forgoing 

acceleration will only affect employees with fewer than 3 years of experience, accelerating such 

employees to step 3 and holding (“freezing”) those employees at that cell until 4 years’ of experience. 

The purpose of the language is to inflate the starting salary by schedule without affecting the remainder 

of the salary schedule, its’ basis for calculation, or the remainder of the staff.   

 

10.2 Teachers’ Retirement System (TRS) 

  

The Board shall pick up and pay on behalf of each teacher his/her full and complete contribution to the 

downstate Teachers’ Retirement System (TRS) to a maximum of 9.0%. If the percent of the contribution 

of any group of teachers is decreased below 9.0%, each teacher in that group shall be paid a stipend 

equal to the amount of the decrease in the teacher’s required TRS contribution.  This stipend shall only 

be available if the decreased contribution is a final, settled matter of law, not subject to further litigation, 

and any decreased contribution accrued prior to a final, settled matter of law shall be paid within thirty 

(30) days of the final legal decision. In addition, the Board will pay the full fee assessed by the State of 

Illinois to support retired teachers’ health insurance benefits. 

 

10.3   Insurance 

  

The Board will provide an IRS 125 cafeteria-type plan for the teacher's of Unit #306. Such plan will 

provide for the sheltering of income used for health-related costs, as well as, childcare.  

  

The Board shall pay six hundred $650 starting July 1, 2021 and a $50 increase every January per year in 

the contract per month toward the group health insurance premium for employee-only coverage for each 

full-time teacher who elects to participate in the group coverage plan. To the extent permitted by the 

carrier, the Board shall pay annually for each part-time teacher who elects to participate in the group 

coverage plan, that portion of the annual health insurance premium which that teacher's work schedule 

bears to the full work schedule. 

  

An insurance committee shall be formed consisting of two (2) teacher representatives, two (2) school 

board members and one (1) administrator. This committee shall have sole and complete responsibility to 

decide when the insurance provider shall change, and what plan shall be selected. Each member of the 

committee shall have a vote, except the administrator, who will vote only in the event of a tie.   

  

If, during the term of this Agreement, legislation alters this Section D (insurance), the parties will 

bargain the impact of that legislation. 

  

It is understood that premiums are paid monthly. The Board shall not be required to pay additional 

premiums of teachers who leave employment before their contractual obligations are completed. 
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The Board shall pay the full premium for an individual vision and dental plan, only for those employees 

that do not take individual health coverage.  The Board has the sole and final decision for the provider 

along with the vision and dental plan selected. 

 

10.4   Reimbursement of Tuition Costs 

The Board agrees to reimburse teachers for tuition costs associated with continuing education. The 

following conditions must be met: 

1. Eligibility shall be limited to those teachers who provide evidence of  

enrollment in one of the following: 1) coursework in an approved Master's 

Degree Program at an NCATE approved institution; 2) coursework above a 

Master's Degree in a job-related discipline at an NCATE approved 

institution; or 3) endorsement and/or certification in a job-related discipline, or 4) 

other coursework approved in advance by the Superintendent Master's Degree 

programs not in job-related disciplines shall not be eligible for tuition 

reimbursement unless approved in advance by the Superintendent; and 

2.          No more than twelve semester hours per contractual year, per teacher, will be 

reimbursed; and 

3.          Up to $125.00 per semester hour will be reimbursed for courses taken during the 

contractual year; and  

4.   Approval for enrolling in course for tuition reimbursement must be secured in 

writing from Superintendent prior to enrollment. 

5.   If the teacher enrolls in summer coursework, the teacher must return to work for 

the following school year before reimbursement will be issued. 

 

10.5   Teachers achieving National Board for Professional  

 

Teaching Standards certification shall receive Two Thousand ($2,000.00) dollars per year as a 

supplemental stipend.  This annual compensation shall be granted for each of the ten (10) years for 

which certification is valid, beginning with the year the certification is achieved.  The board will pay the 

Five-Hundred ($500.00) Dollar application fee.  If the candidate does not gain certification within the 

two years, the employee must reimburse the district the entire Five-Hundred ($500.00) Dollars. 

 

10.6   Professional Development 

 

Each faculty member will be allowed Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) to attend professional 

workshops each school year. The workshop must be pre-approved by the Superintendent.  The sub fee is 

not included in this amount.  

 

10.7   Attendance Incentive 

 

Any teacher who does not use any sick days during the academic year will receive an incentive stipend 

based on the following scale: 

  

0 up to 3 periods*                                            will receive $250.00 

4 periods* up to 1 day                                               will receive $175.00 
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more than 1 day and up to 2 days    will receive $100.00. 

This amount will be paid to the teacher in a lump sum at the end of the school year. 

 

Period is based on the minutes per class period. 

 

10.8   Extended Contracts 

 

High School Guidance Counselor 190-day contract-5 days before and 5 days after the regular school 

calendar.  With mutual agreement between the administration and the guidance counselor, the allocation 

of the 10 extra days may be modified from 5 and 5.  Payment for these extra days will be at the 

employee’s per diem rate. 

 

The School Social Worker, School Psychologist, and Instructional Coach: Up to 200-day contract-as 

determined by the Superintendent.  If days are fewer than 180 days, or in the case of days over 180 up to 

200, payment will be based upon the Per Diem rate according to salary schedule.   

 

10.9 Special Education Teacher Extra Work Days 

 

Special Education Teachers shall be allowed the opportunity to work two (2) days prior to the start and 

one (1) day after the end of the school year to be used to complete required paperwork for the Special 

Service Department for the upcoming school year at the sub rate pay. 
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Article 11 – RETIREMENT 

 

11.1 Retirement Bonus 

  

The Board shall pay a retirement bonus to teachers who are eligible for and elect to become 

annuitants under the Teachers' Retirement System (TRS) for a non-discounted annuity and 

without any ERO penalty to the District.   

 

A.  The retirement bonus shall be payable based upon years of service to Arcola Community 

School District #306. The relevant percentage, based upon years of service shall be 

multiplied by a reference figure of $33,000 to achieve the retirement bonus sum due the 

teachers. 

 

Years of Local Service Bonus Percentage Reference $33,000 Retirement Bonus 

10-14 25 %  $8,250 

15 – 20 30 %  $9,900 

21 – 25 33 %  $10,890 

26 and over 37 %  $12,200 

 

B.  The retirement bonus will be paid to the employee in the ordinary course of payroll 

for a period no greater than the teacher's final three full years of service to Arcola Community 

Unit School District #306. 

C.  The portion of the retirement bonus which shall be deemed salary for services rendered 

shall be only that portion of the retirement bonus which would not cause the teacher's total 

TRS creditable earnings for a year to increase by more than 6% over the total TRS creditable 

earnings over a prior year. 

 

D.  Any portion of the retirement bonus not paid as salary shall be paid only after the teacher's 

final regular paycheck or last day of work (whichever is later), and shall be deemed consideration 

not for services as a certificated employee, but consideration for the termination by the teacher 

of the teacher's employment, and also of termination by the teacher of any right of that teacher 

to employment in Arcola Community Unit School District #306, including the right to 

contractual continued service (tenure). 

 

11.2 Notice by Teacher 

A teacher may give the Board notice of intent to retire up to three (3) years prior to his/her actual 

retirement school year. The teacher's notice shall be delivered to the Superintendent in writing, 

addressed to the Board, and irrevocable, except as the Board permits rescinding thereof in writing.  

The notice shall be delivered to the Superintendent no later than June 1 of the year prior to the first 

year which the teacher will receive retirement-bonused salary. 

A.  The teacher will retire at the time stated in the teacher's notice. 
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B.  No notice of retirement may be given by the teacher more than three years and three months 

prior to the teacher's date of retirement. 

Upon receipt of the notice, and verification of the teacher's eligibility to retire at the time 

stated into TRS at the date contained in the notice, and irrespective of what the salary schedule or 

any other provision of this contract states, and further subject to the limitations of paragraphs 3 

and 4, the Board will pay the sum shown in the column "Retirement Bonus" from the table in 

paragraph 1a of this section. 

i. ONE YEAR NOTICE 

If the teacher provides one year's notice, the teacher's salary shall be adjusted so that the 

teacher shall receive in the following school year an increase in total TRS creditable 

earnings up to the increase in total TRS creditable earnings up to the sum shown in the 

column "Retirement Bonus" from table in paragraph 1a of this agreement, or 6% increase 

in the teacher's total TRS creditable earnings for the year compared to the prior year, 

whichever is less. In addition, the teacher shall receive the additional compensation as 

specified in paragraph 1d. 

ii. TWO YEAR NOTICE 

If the teacher provides two years' notice, the teacher's salary shall be adjusted so that the 

teacher shall receive in the following school year and the next remaining year 

of employment an increase in total TRS creditable earnings up to the total sum shown in 

the column "Retirement Bonus" from the table in paragraph 1a of this agreement, or 6% 

increase in the teacher's total TRS creditable earnings for each of the two years, compared 

to the prior year, whichever is less. In addition, the teacher shall receive the additional 

compensation as specified in paragraph 1d if necessary for the teacher to receive a total 

sum equal to the retirement bonus. 

iii.  THREE YEAR NOTICE 

If the teacher provides three years' notice, the teacher's salary be adjusted so that the 

teacher shall receive in the following school year and each of the other two remaining 

years of employment an increase in total TRS creditable earnings up to the total sum 

shown in the column "Retirement Bonus" from table in paragraph 1a of this 

agreement, or 6% increase in the teacher's total TRS creditable earnings for each of the 

three years, compared to the prior year, whichever is less. In addition, the teacher shall 

receive the additional compensation specified in paragraph 1d if necessary for the 

teacher to receive a total sum equal to the retirement bonus. 

 

11.3 Definitions 

"Total creditable earnings" means all compensation received by the teacher from the Board, 

which is recognized by TRS as "creditable earnings" such as salary, extra curricular payments, 
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longevity pay, and board paid TRS.  6% means six percent, except if applicable law is changed to 

another percentage so that the Board is not required to pay a penalty to TRS in respect to an 

increase in creditable earnings from one year to the next in an amount other than 6%, then the other 

percentage amount will apply. 

 

11.4 No Payment in Excess of 6% Cap 

Should the additional payment provided for in paragraph 1d be determined by TRS to be 

includible in creditable earnings for any year, such that a Board paid TRS contribution is or would 

become due thereon, then paragraph 4 shall be void and treated as if never in effect. The parties 

shall then convene at their first convenience, and negotiate a successor provision. During any 

such negotiations, the status quo shall be that no payment described in this paragraph is due 

or payable to any teacher. 

 

11.5 Like Pay for Like Work 

This text, including the example is drafted assuming that all teachers are employed full-time, and 

that their percentage of employment and work duties will remain the same during the periods 

following notice of intent to retire. If a teacher's percentage of work decreases, salary will be 

decreased commensurate with the reduced work percentage. 

 

11.6 Absolute Cap of 6% Increase 

Nothing in this section or any other provision in this collective Bargaining agreement requires 

the Superintendent or Board to assign any teacher to duties such that his or her creditable 

earnings for any year will increase by more than 6% as compared to any prior year, if that 

teacher will be eligible to retire that year, or if that increased compensation in excess of 6% may 

be utilized by TRS in calculating that teacher's final compensation for TRS annuity purposes. 

 

11.7 Good Faith 

This provision is intended to replace a benefit which would have caused the Board to pay 

substantial penalties to TRS. For this replacement benefit to function as intended, the work 

performed by the teacher and the compensation therefore shall not be altered except as agreed by 

the Board and Association. After a notice of intent to retire has been given, if a teacher fails or 

refuses to perform work upon which a prior year's creditable earnings total was based, then that 

teacher's subsequent year's creditable earnings shall be calculated as if the teacher had not 

performed the same work in the prior year. Similarly, the Board shall not remove work from a 

teacher necessary to achieve the intended levels of compensation absent good cause. 

 

11.8 Exemptions 

Should applicable law change so as to exempt certain persons, positions or situations from the 

6% "cap" above which the Board must pay a penalty to TRS, then the limitations of this section 

shall not apply to the extent such change in law applies, to such persons, positions or 

situations. 
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11.9 Rescinding Notice of Intent to Retire 

If a teacher or teacher's spouse suffers a catastrophic injury or illness after giving notice of 

intent to retire, the teacher may rescind the letter of retirement. The additional sums received 

by the teacher as a result of this section shall be repaid by the teacher. The teacher and 

superintendent shall reach a schedule for repayment by payroll deduction as a condition of the 

teacher's right to rescind. The teacher may apply to the Board of Education to rescind a letter 

of resignation under this section for other reasons, which the Board may grant in its 

discretion. 

 

11.10 Examples of Retirement Incentive and Calculation of Longevity 

 

See Appendix E for specific examples on calculating the retirement incentive and 

longevity. 
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Article 12 – EFFECT OF THE AGREEMENT 

  

Neither the Association nor any group of persons in the bargaining unit shall at any time engage in a 

strike, slowdown, or other similar activity, the result of which fails to give full service to the Board. 

  

Terms and conditions set forth in the Agreement represent the full and complete understanding between 

the parties.  No prior understanding, practices or negotiations of the parties except those, which are 

expressly set forth herein, are a part of the Agreement. 

  

If any provision of this Agreement is held to be contrary to law, then such provision shall be deemed 

invalid except to the extent permitted by law; but all other provisions of this Agreement shall continue in 

full force and effect. 

  

It is expressly understood and agreed that all functions, rights, powers, or authority of the administration 

of the School District and the Board of Education which are not specifically limited by express language 

of the Agreement are retained by the Board of Education, provided, however, that no such rights shall be 

exercised so as to violate any of the specific provisions of this Agreement. 

  

This Agreement shall be effective for the 2021-2022, 2022-2023, and the 2023-2024 school years. 

  

The parties acknowledge that during the negotiations which resulted in this Agreement, each had the 

unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to any subject or matter not 

removed by law or by specific agreement of the parties in the area of collective bargaining, and that the 

understandings and agreements arrived at by the parties after the exercise of that right and opportunity 

are set forth in this Agreement.  Therefore, the Board and the Association, for the life of this Agreement, 

agree that the other shall not be obligated to bargain collectively with respect to any subject or matter 

referred to, or covered in, this Agreement, or which was raised during the negotiation thereof in written 

proposals or counter proposals, except for, issues raised by changes in the new Illinois Teacher’s 

Recertification Guidelines. 

  

  

This Agreement is signed this                          day of _________________, 2021. 

  

In Witness Thereof: 

  

For the Arcola Education                               For the Board of Education Association        

/IEA/NEA                                           Arcola C. U. S. D. #306 

  

  

_________________________                      ______________________ 

President                                                         President 

  

__________________________                    ______________________ 

Secretary                                                         Secretary          
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Appendix A 

Salary Schedules  
 

 
2.5% increase for 2021-2022, 2.5% increase for the 2022-2023, and 2.5% for the 2023-

2024 school years for all Employees (excluding those in the retirement pipeline), Step 

Movement allowed for each employee. Educational (horizontal) movement is allowed.  

In addition, those teachers who are off the salary schedule and not in the retirement 

pipeline shall receive an annual longevity stipend of $1,000 in each year of the contract.  
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Appendix B  Athletics Extra Duty Compensation Schedule 

 
Baseball      

Head Coach     10%  + 1% every 3 years 

Assistant Coach      5%  + 1% every 3 years 

 

High School Basketball 
Boy's Head Coach    15%   + 1% every 3 years 

Boy's Assistant Coach    9%   + 1% every 3 years  

Girl's Head Coach    15%   + 1% every 3 years 

Girl's Assistant Coach      9%   + 1% every 3 years  

 

Junior High Basketball 

Boy's 7th & 8th Grade Coach   9%   + 1% every 3 years  

Boys’ Assistant    7%  + 1% every 3 years 

Girl's 7th & 8th Grade Coach   9%  + 1% every 3 years  

Girls’ Assistant    7%  + 1% every 3 years 

  

Cheerleader Sponsors 
High School Football    5%  + 1% every 3 years 

High School Basketball   5%  + 1% every 3 years 

Competitive     3%  + 1% every 3 years 

Junior High       5%   + 1% every 3 years 

 

Football 
Head Coach     15%   + 1% every 3 years 

Assistant Coach – 3 each at    9 %   + 1% every 3 years 

 

Golf  

Head Coach     10%   + 1% every 3 years 

 

Softball 

Head Coach     10%   + 1% every 3 years 

Assistant Coach      5%  + 1% every 3 years 

 

High School Track 

Boy's Coach     10%   + 1% every 3 years 

Girl’s Coach     10%   + 1% every 3 years  

 

Junior High Track 

Boy's Coach      9%   + 1% every 3 years 

Girl’s Coach     9%  + 1 % every 3 years 

 

High School Volleyball 

Head Coach     15%   + 1% every 3 years  

Assistant Coach      9%   + 1% every 3 years 
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Junior High Volleyball   

Head Coach      9%  + 1% every 3 years 

Assistant Coach    7%  + 1% every 3 years 
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Appendix C Academics Extra Duty Compensation 
 

Schedule Class Sponsors 

Senior – 2 each at    1.5%  + .50% every 3 years 

Junior – 2 each at      2%  + .50% every 3 years 

Sophomore     1%  + .50% every 3 years  

Freshman        1%   + .50% every 3 years 

 

Clubs 

AFS        3%  + .50% every 3 years 

Band Director     10%   + 1% every 3 years  

Color Guard     1.5%  + .50% every 3 years 

Drama       5.5%   + .50% every 3 years 

FFA Sponsor     7%  every year of the contract 

FCCLA     7%  every year of the contract 

National Honor Society   1%   + .50% every 3 years  

H.S. Scholastic Bowl     2.5%  + .50% every 3 years 

J.H. Scholastic Bowl    2.5%   + .50% every 3 years 

H.S. Student Council     3%   + .50% every 3 years  

J.H. Student Council    1.50%   + .50% every 3 years 

Vocal Music     8%   + 1% every 3 years 

If Split 

HS Vocal Music     4.0%   +1% every 3 years 

JH Vocal Music    4.0%   +1% every 3 years 

H.S. Yearbook     9%   + .50% every 3 years 

Elem and J.H. Yearbook   1%  + .50% every 3 years 

Rider Nation     3%  + .50% every 3 years 

  

Unless otherwise specifically provided for above, multiple sponsors for a given extra duty shall 

equally divide the compensation therefore among the sponsors performing said duty. 

 

The years experience must be at that position*   

No more than 4 advancements.  Example:  head coach no higher than 19%.  This would be over 

12 years. 

New individual coming in starts at 0 experience for Arcola. 

 

*Regarding a change in position related to years of experience: 

 

An individual who changes from one position to a similar position within a sport shall retain the 

earned years of credit already accumulated toward the increase in stipend percentage. Positions 

of Head Football, Head Basketball and Head Volleyball would be excluded from years of earned 

credit regarding these changes. Examples of similar positions would be Assistant Junior High 

Boy's Basketball to Assistant High School Boy's Basketball; Assistant High School Boy's 

Basketball to Assistant High School Girl's Basketball; Junior High Boy's Track to High School 

Boy's Track. 
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Appendix D Hourly Extra Duty Compensation Schedule 

 
Behind-the-Wheel Instruction     $25.00/hour 

Detention       $25.00/hour 

Homebound Instruction     $25.00/hour 

Individual Education Plan Meetings    $25.00/hour 

Internal Substitution      $25.00/hour 

Saturday School      $25.00/hour 

Summer School      $25.00/hour 

Tutoring       $25.00/hour 

Building Leadership Team      $25.00/hour 

Voluntary Professional Development and other District 

Offered Activities Not Specifically Outlined Above  $17.00/hour 

 

 

Behind the Wheel Driver Education shall be paid Twenty-Five Dollars ($25.00) per hour for 

actual student instruction outside the school day as defined in this agreement. 
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Appendix E 

Retirement Incentive/Longevity Calculation Examples  

 

Teacher A 
 30 Years of Experience in District 

  

Salary  Creditable % Inc 
 1 19-20 Salary $61,500.00 

   

2 19-20 Additional Earnings  - Overload $2,031.00 
* teacher must agree to continue doing overload for 3 
more years 

3 19-20 Total Earnings (Line 1 + 2) $63,531.00 $69,814.28 
  4 20-21 Max Allowed Salary (Line 3 * 106%) $67,342.86 $74,003.14 6.00% 

 5 Amount Applied to Retirement Incentive (Line 4 - 3) $3,811.86 
   6 Retirement Incentive by Contract $12,200.00 
   7 Total Incentive Remaining (Line 6 - 5) $8,388.14 
   8 Extra Earnings in 20-21 $350.00 *earnings above overload 

 9 Adjusted Incentive Remaining (Line 7 + 8) $8,738.14 
   10 21-22 Maximum Salary (Line 4 * 106%) $71,383.43 $78,443.32 6.00% 

 

11 
Amount Applied to Retirement Incentive (Line 10 - 
4) $4,040.57 

   12 Total Incentive Remaining (Line 9 - 11) $4,697.57 
   13 Extra Earnings in 21-22 $400.00 *earnings above overload 

 14 Adjusted Incentive Remaining (Line 12 + 13) $5,097.57 
   15 22-23 Maximum Salary (Line 10 * 6%) $75,666.44 
   

16 
Amount Applied to Retirement Incentive (Line 15 - 
10) $4,283.01 

   17 Total Incentive Remaining (Line 14 - 16) $814.56 
   18 22-23 Extra Earnings $750.00 *earnings above overload 

 19 22-23 Final Salary $75,666.44 $83,149.92 6.00% 
 20 Total Post Retirement Bonus (Line 17 + 18) $1,564.56 
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Teacher B 
     28 Years of Experience in the District 

    

       
1 19-20 Salary $63,858.00 Creditable % Inc 

   2 19-20 Additional Earnings  $190.00 * teacher must complete similar activities each year 

3 19-20 Total Earnings (Line 1 + 2) $64,048.00 $70,382.41 
    4 20-21 Max Allowed Salary (Line 3 * 106%) $67,890.88 $74,605.36 6.00% 

   5 Amount Applied to Retirement Incentive (Line 4 - 3) $3,842.88 
     6 Retirement Incentive by Contract $12,200.00 
     7 Total Incentive Remaining (Line 6 - 5) $8,357.12 
     8 Extra Earnings in 20-21 $0.00 *earnings above $190 

   9 Adjusted Incentive Remaining (Line 7 + 8) $8,357.12 
     10 21-22 Maximum Salary (Line 4 * 106%) $71,964.33 $79,081.68 6.00% 

   11 Amount Applies to Retirement Incentive (Line 10 - 4) $4,073.45 
     12 Total Incentive Remaining (Line 9 - 11) $4,283.67 
     13 Extra Earnings in 21-22 $0.00 *earnings above $190 

   14 Adjusted Incentive Remaining (Line 12 + 13) $4,283.67 
     15 22-23 Maximum Salary (Line 10 * 6%) $76,282.19 
     16 22-23 Salary (Line 10 + 14) $76,248.00 
     17 22-23 Extra Earnings $0.00 *earnings above $190 

   18 22-23 Extra Earnings Applied to Salary (Line 15-16) $0.00 
     19 22-23 Final Salary $76,248.00 $83,826.58 5.95% 

   20 22-23 Extra Earnings Applied to Post Retirement Line 17 - 18) $0.00 
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Example 1

Teacher has 28 years experience and is in Column 5 or Masters Degree

Assume Salary Increase for 21-22 will be 2.5% Increase Plus Step and Longevity at $1,000

1 2020-2021 Salary $64,779.00

2 Column 5 Step 21 $59,577.00

3 2.5% Increase $1,489.43 $61,066

4 Longevity Stipend $1,000.00

5 21-22 Salary (1 + 3 + 4) $67,268.43

Example 2

Teacher has 29 Years Experience and is in Column 1 of Bachelors Degree

Assume Salary Increase for 21-22 will be 2.5% Increase Plus Step and Longevity at $1,000

1 2020-2021 Salary $59,285.00

2 Column 1 Step 18 $51,790.00

3 2.5% Increase $1,294.75 $53,085

4 Longevity Stipend $1,000.00

5 21-22 Salary (1 + 3 + 4) $61,579.75

Example 3

Teacher has 21 Years Experience and is in Column 2 of Bachelors Degree + 8

Assume Salary Increase for 21-22 will be 2.5% Increase Plus Step and Longevity at $1,000

1 2020-2021 Salary $55,652.00

2 Column 2 Step 18 $52,748.00

3 2.5% Increase $1,318.70 $54,067

4 Longevity Stipend $1,000.00

5 21-22 Salary (1 + 3 + 4) $57,970.70
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20-21 Base $34,698

Base Increase 2.50%

TRS 1.098901

21-22 Base $35,565

2021-2022 Salary Schedule

Yrs. Exp. BA 1 BA+8 2 BA +16 3 BA +24 4 MA 5 MA +8 6 MA +16 7 MA +32 8

Step Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS

0 35565 39083 36223 39806 36894 40542 37576 41292 38271 42056 38979 42834 39700 43627 40435 44434

1 36366 39962 37038 40702 37724 41455 38422 42221 39132 43003 39856 43798 40594 44608 41345 45434

2 37184 40861 37872 41617 38572 42387 39286 43171 40013 43970 40753 44784 41507 45612 42275 46456

0-3 38021 41781 38724 42554 39440 43341 40170 44143 40913 44959 41670 45791 42441 46638 43226 47501

4 38876 42721 39595 43511 40328 44316 41074 45136 41834 45971 42608 46821 43396 47688 44199 48570

5 39751 43682 40486 44490 41235 45313 41998 46152 42775 47005 43566 47875 44372 48761 45193 49663

6 40645 44665 41397 45491 42163 46333 42943 47190 43737 48063 44546 48952 45371 49858 46210 50780

7 41560 45670 42328 46515 43112 47375 43909 48252 44721 49144 45549 50054 46391 50980 47250 51923

8 42495 46697 43281 47561 44082 48441 44897 49337 45728 50250 46574 51180 47435 52127 48313 53091

9 43451 47748 44255 48632 45073 49531 45907 50448 46757 51381 47622 52331 48503 53299 49400 54286

10 44428 48823 45250 49726 46088 50646 46940 51583 47809 52537 48693 53509 49594 54499 50511 55507

11 45428 49921 46269 50845 47125 51785 47996 52743 48884 53719 49789 54713 50710 55725 51648 56756

12 46450 51044 47310 51989 48185 52950 49076 53930 49984 54928 50909 55944 51851 56979 52810 58033

13 47495 52193 48374 53158 49269 54142 50180 55143 51109 56163 52054 57203 53017 58261 53998 59339

14 48564 53367 49462 54354 50378 55360 51310 56384 52259 57427 53226 58490 54210 59572 55213 60674

15 49657 54568 50575 55577 51511 56606 52464 57653 53435 58719 54423 59806 55430 60912 56455 62039

16 50774 55796 51713 56828 52670 57879 53644 58950 54637 60040 55648 61151 56677 62283 57726 63435

17 51916 57051 52877 58106 53855 59181 54851 60276 55866 61391 56900 62527 57952 63684 59024 64862

18 53085 58335 54067 59414 55067 60513 56086 61632 57123 62773 58180 63934 59256 65117 60352 66321

19 58408 64185 59489 65372 60590 66582 61710 67814

20 59723 65629 60827 66843 61953 68080 63099 69339

21 61066 67106 62196 68347 63347 69612 64519 70900

*certified staff members off the salary schedule will receive a $1000 longevity stipend.  
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21-22 Base $35,565

Base Increase 2.50%

TRS 1.098901

22-23 Base $36,455

2022-2023 Salary Schedule

Yrs. Exp. BA 1 BA+8 2 BA +16 3 BA +24 4 MA 5 MA +8 6 MA +16 7 MA +32 8

Step Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS

0 36455 40060 37129 40801 37816 41556 38515 42325 39228 43108 39954 43905 40693 44717 41446 45545

1 37275 40961 37964 41719 38667 42491 39382 43277 40111 44078 40853 44893 41608 45724 42378 46569

2 38113 41883 38819 42658 39537 43447 40268 44251 41013 45069 41772 45903 42545 46752 43332 47617

0-3 38971 42825 39692 43618 40426 44425 41174 45246 41936 46083 42712 46936 43502 47804 44307 48689

4 39848 43789 40585 44599 41336 45424 42101 46264 42879 47120 43673 47992 44481 48880 45304 49784

5 40744 44774 41498 45602 42266 46446 43048 47305 43844 48181 44655 49072 45482 49980 46323 50904

6 41661 45782 42432 46629 43217 47491 44016 48370 44831 49265 45660 50176 46505 51104 47365 52050

7 42599 46812 43387 47678 44189 48560 45007 49458 45839 50373 46687 51305 47551 52254 48431 53221

8 43557 47865 44363 48750 45184 49652 46019 50571 46871 51506 47738 52459 48621 53430 49521 54418

9 44537 48942 45361 49847 46200 50769 47055 51709 47925 52665 48812 53640 49715 54632 50635 55643

10 45539 50043 46382 50969 47240 51912 48114 52872 49004 53850 49910 54847 50834 55861 51774 56895

11 46564 51169 47425 52116 48303 53080 49196 54062 50106 55062 51033 56081 51977 57118 52939 58175

12 47612 52320 48492 53288 49389 54274 50303 55278 51234 56301 52182 57342 53147 58403 54130 59484

13 48683 53498 49583 54487 50501 55495 51435 56522 52387 57568 53356 58633 54343 59717 55348 60822

14 49778 54701 50699 55713 51637 56744 52592 57794 53565 58863 54556 59952 55565 61061 56593 62191

15 50898 55932 51840 56967 52799 58021 53776 59094 54770 60187 55784 61301 56816 62435 57867 63590

16 52043 57190 53006 58249 53987 59326 54986 60424 56003 61541 57039 62680 58094 63840 59169 65021

17 53214 58477 54199 59559 55201 60661 56223 61783 57263 62926 58322 64090 59401 65276 60500 66484

18 54412 59793 55418 60899 56444 62026 57488 63173 58551 64342 59634 65532 60738 66745 61861 67979

19 59869 65790 60976 67007 62104 68246 63253 69509

20 61216 67270 62348 68514 63502 69782 64676 71073

21 62593 68784 63751 70056 64930 71352 66132 72672

*certified staff members off the salary schedule will receive a $1000 longevity stipend.  
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22-23 Base $36,455

Base Increase 2.50%

TRS 1.098901

23-24 Base $37,366

2023-2024 Salary Schedule

Yrs. Exp. BA 1 BA+8 2 BA +16 3 BA +24 4 MA 5 MA +8 6 MA +16 7 MA +32 8

Step Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS Salary w/ TRS

0 37366 41061 38057 41821 38761 42595 39478 43383 40209 44185 40953 45003 41710 45835 42482 46683

1 38207 41985 38914 42762 39633 43553 40367 44359 41113 45180 41874 46015 42649 46867 43438 47734

2 39066 42930 39789 43724 40525 44533 41275 45357 42038 46196 42816 47051 43608 47921 44415 48808

0-3 39945 43896 40684 44708 41437 45535 42204 46378 42984 47236 43780 48109 44589 48999 45414 49906

4 40844 44884 41600 45714 42369 46560 43153 47421 43951 48298 44765 49192 45593 50102 46436 51029

5 41763 45893 42536 46743 43323 47607 44124 48488 44940 49385 45772 50299 46619 51229 47481 52177

6 42703 46926 43493 47794 44297 48678 45117 49579 45952 50496 46802 51430 47667 52382 48549 53351

7 43664 47982 44471 48870 45294 49774 46132 50695 46985 51632 47855 52588 48740 53560 49642 54551

8 44646 49062 45472 49969 46313 50894 47170 51835 48043 52794 48931 53771 49837 54766 50759 55779

9 45651 50165 46495 51093 47355 52039 48231 53001 49124 53982 50032 54981 50958 55998 51901 57034

10 46678 51294 47541 52243 48421 53210 49316 54194 50229 55197 51158 56218 52105 57258 53068 58317

11 47728 52448 48611 53419 49510 54407 50426 55413 51359 56438 52309 57483 53277 58546 54262 59629

12 48802 53628 49705 54620 50624 55631 51561 56660 52515 57708 53486 58776 54476 59863 55483 60971

13 49900 54835 50823 55849 51763 56883 52721 57935 53696 59007 54690 60098 55701 61210 56732 62343

14 51023 56069 51966 57106 52928 58162 53907 59239 54904 60334 55920 61451 56955 62587 58008 63745

15 52171 57330 53136 58391 54119 59471 55120 60571 56140 61692 57178 62833 58236 63996 59313 65180

16 53344 58620 54331 59705 55336 60809 56360 61934 57403 63080 58465 64247 59546 65436 60648 66646

17 54545 59939 55554 61048 56581 62177 57628 63328 58694 64499 59780 65693 60886 66908 62013 68146

18 55772 61288 56804 62422 57855 63576 58925 64753 60015 65951 61125 67171 62256 68413 63408 69679

19 61365 67434 62501 68682 63657 69953 64835 71247

20 62746 68952 63907 70227 65089 71527 66293 72850

21 64158 70503 65345 71807 66554 73136 67785 74489

*certified staff members off the salary schedule will receive a $1000 longevity stipend.  


